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Abstract 

 

Data mining can find the significant chances of frequency between two datasets. It is useful for obtaining knowledge full 

information from the datasets. It is possible to find significant frequency changes between multiple datasets. This type of 

knowledge mining is known as Contrast mining. Pattern which is present in one dataset has low frequency and at another dataset 

it has more frequency then it is known as Emerging Pattern. When pattern is absent in one dataset and present at another dataset 

then is known as Jumping emerging pattern. Emerging pattern has different types based on significant frequency changes 

between different datasets. In this paper Generalized EP, CART-based EP, DeEP are mentioned. Classification aims to discover 

model from training data which is used to predict the class of training instances. Different EP-based classifiers are used to define 

the class to emerging patterns. Various classification algorithms like border based EP, Constraint base EP, Bayesian 

Classification by Emerging Pattern are used for classification of training instances. 

Keywords: Classification, Emerging Pattern, Generalized Emerging Pattern, Deep, Bayesian Classification. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Classification is a function of data mining which is used to assign items in collection of target classes. Main goal of classification 

is to accurately predict the class of each data. Classification aims to discover model from training data which is used to predict 

the class of test instances. Classification process contains two phases: (1) training phase (2) testing phase. When we have to 

predict two target classes from dataset then it is binary classification. Target attribute has only two values for binary 

classification. For example, high credit rating or low credit rating. When multiple target classes are available then it is multiclass 

classification. For example, low, medium, high, unknown credit rating. 

 
Fig. 1: Classification: Model Construction 

II. INTRODUCTION TO EMERGING PATTERN 

In this section, we first introduce the emerging pattern [24]. Pattern is an expression in some language describing a subset of the 

data. New type of knowledge pattern that describes significant changes between two classes of data. Emerging Patterns are sets 

of items whose frequency changes significantly from one dataset to another. EPs have been used for successfully predicting the 

likelihood of diseases and discovering knowledge in gene expression data. For finding emerging pattern there are two classes of 

data are given. Growth rate is the ratio of their frequency between two classes. Growth-rate threshold is also given. Based on that 

find all item sets whose growth-rate is larger than threshold growth-rate. Emerging pattern can represent an understandable 

knowledge of problem is advantage. It is used to build better classifier. There are too many EPs are generated is disadvantage. It 

is more expensive to discover. And it is difficult task for large, dense and high dimension data.  

Pattern having support in one data set zero and non-zero at another data set, it is known as Jumping Emerging Pattern.  Pattern 

having support in one data set is zero but in another data set support is above a given support threshold, is called Essential 

Jumping Emerging Pattern. Constrained Emerging Pattern satisfy following definition: a and b thresholds are given, a CEP is an 

itemset I satisfying two conditions: (i) supportA(i)>=a, (ii) support(i)<=b. When pattern satisfying following conditions it is 

called Chi emerging pattern: greater support than minimum threshold support, greater growth-rate than minimum growth-rate 

threshold, larger growth-rate than its subsets, highly correlated according to common statistical measures such as chi-square 

value. 
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There are different algorithms used for Emerging Pattern like border based emerging pattern, tree based emerging pattern, 

Bayesian classification by emerging pattern etc. 

 
Fig. 2: Simple Gene Expression Dataset[3] 

From table data set following interesting emerging patterns are find: [1] Pattern {gene_1[0.3,0.5],gene_4[0.41,0.82]} has 0% 

frequency in normal cells but 100% frequency in cancerous cells. [2] Pattern {gene_2[1.1,1.3], gene_3[-0.83,-0.7]} present three 

times in normal ceels but one time present in cancerous cells. Suppose that data set is defined by set of attributes. Attribute is 

either categorical or continuous. For continuous attribute it is discretized into intervals. Sex is categorical attribute, 

domain(sex)={male,female}. Age is continuous attribute, domain(age)=[0,150]. It is discretized into [0,18], [18,60], [60,150]. 
[3] 

Support of an itemset X in dataset D is ratio of number of instances in D having X to total number of instances in D. Growth-

rate is the ration of support pattern in two datasets. If support in both datasets are zero then growth-rate is zero. When support in 

one dataset in zero and greater than zero in another dataset, then growth-rate is infinite. Otherwise, growth is equal to 

support2(X)/support1(X). 

 Measurements: A.

SupportD(X)=countD(X)/|D| 

Growthrate=support2(X)/support2(X). 

           =0,             if support1(X)=0 and support2(X)=0 

            =infinite,        if support1(X)=0 and support2(X)>0 

Strength=(GR(X)/GR(X+1))*support2(X) = (support2(X)*support2(X))/(support2(X)+support1(X)) 

When growth-rate is infinite, strength will be support2(X). 

 EP mining Algorithm: B.

 Border based EP 

 Constraint based EP 

 Tree based EP 

 Classification by Aggregating EP 

 Bayesian Classification by EP 

 Classifier for EP Classification: C.

 General framework of EP based classifier 

 Aggregation of support classifier 

 DeEP: instance based lazy discovery and classification 

 Weighted support vector machine 

III. CLASSIFICATION ON EMERGING PATTERN 

 CART-based Emerging Pattern Classification A.

For cancer diagnosis gene expression required supervised learning and gene selection method. Emerging Patterns have advantage 

of modelling interactions between genes. It can improve accuracy of classification. Detecting useful EPs is very difficult. CART-

based is for finding EPs in microarray data. In this approach pattern find by stastical procedure based on fisher’s exact test for 

getting significance of each EP. EPs classification is performed using maximum-likelihood linear discriminant analysis. 

 

 

Pattern is expressed as: 

Pattern: expr(G1)?a1&expr(G2)?a2&…&expr(Gk)?ak  where ? is either ≤ or > 
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Fig. 3: Examples of EPs 

Form of EP is expr(X1)>a1^expr(X2)<a2. In figure two gene A and B are employed as markers for two cancer classes Y=1,2. 

In figure class 2 is for cancer tissue and class 1 is for normal tissue. One emerging pattern is expr(A) ≥ a ^ expr(B) ≥ b. Figure 

illustrate its idealize class where class 1 and 2 completely separate. Whereas, in another case, they are not completely separate. 

Another emerging pattern is expr(C) < c ^ expr(D) < d. In this EP, all most all genes of class 1 are separated from class 2 genes. 

In this classification, decision tree structure is used for EPs. Decision tree is recursively partition the measurement space. At 

each stage partition is done. In each step subset is divided into two parts. Subset is split by one variable depending on the 

threshold from the range that variable. Steps: (I) first use pre-screening algorithm to select set S of candidate genes. (II)Then 

grow a classification tree from variable S with defined depth maximum two(or any other depth). (III) For each inferred pattern P 

here use the Fisher’s exact test to determine whether the corresponding second spitting in tree is relevant. (IV) Fisher’s exact test 

use for pattern having order 2 for null-hypothesis of equal pattern support for D1 and D2. (V) Choose significant patterns and 

store them with their dominant class. (VI) Gene involved in first splitting is remove from set of variables. Decision tree 

construction is repeated and evaluation of resulting EP(step II-IV) until all genes have been eliminated or desired number of EPs 

has been received.[4]
 

 Mining Generalised Emerging Pattern B.

A generalised emerging pattern is an itemset whose support increases from zero in one class of data, to non-zero in another class, 

and consists of items from any level of the taxonomy associated with the corresponding attributes. Motivation to develop an 

algorithm to mine generalised EPs, which has the capability of dealing with data sets whose attribute values are associated with 

is-a taxonomies, such that the contrasts discovered will contain information not only from the lowest-level but also from any 

other levels in the hierarchy. There are two data set D1 is for the positive instances and D2 is for the negative instances. 

Collection of all EPs from data set D1 to D2 is the EP space. EP space is represented by the bounds <L,R>. Where L contains 

most general EPs. Whereas, R contain most specific EPs. Itemset X is more general then another itemset Y, if X⊂Y. In 

generalised, only EPs consisting of items from the same combinations of attributes are allowed to be compared with each other. 

For example, {A1,C1}, {B2,C1} is not allowed because it is from different attributes. And {A1, C1}, {A3, C3} is allowed 

because it is from the same attribute.  

Pattern X={x1,x2,…,Xm} as a generalisation of pattern Y={Y1,Y2,…Ym} if Xi ∈ ancestors(Yi) for at least one i (i=1 to m) ; 

and Xk=Yk for k=1 to m where k not equal to i. X is also said to be more general than Y. Y is more specific than X means Y is 

referred to as a specialisation of X. All legal generalised emerging pattern properties are: (1) At least one of its specialisations 

must have non-zero support in the positive class; (2) None of its specializations should have non-zero support in the negative 

class. Discovering most general generalised EPs can be decomposed into three sub problems: (i) Mine the set of non-hierarchical 

EPs from the dataset using existing mining algorithm. (ii) Enumerate all possible generalised patterns based on the set L of 

minimal EPs(the left bound). (iii) Prune all generalized patterns that are not legal emerging patterns.[7]
 

 DeEP: an Instance-based Lazy Discovery and Classification System C.

Instance-based learning is sometimes called lazy learning. Eager learning is contrast of lazy learning where from training data 

first model is induced then process is repeatedly applied to new instances for classification. Lazy learning use new instance to 

extract knowledge as a constraint for classification of that instance. Fundamental idea of DeEP is data reduction technique 

effectively. When new instance is classifying, DeEP uses that new instance to remove irrelevant training values as a filter. And 

sparse the original data with respect to dimensionality(number of attributes) and volume(number of instances). That reduced 

training instances along with volume direction are compressed. DeEP can easily handle data with continuous valued attribute. 

For better understanding to new instance, DeEP provide comparatively knowledge pattern and rules. DeEP is better than another 

instance-based classifiers. DeEP has lazy learning style so it is very useful  in practical applications where data is frequently 

updated. 
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Table – 4 

 Whether Conditions And Saturday Morning Activities[5] 

 
Table shows whether forecast data. Now we find the pattern that occure only in class N but not in classP: (sunny,high}, 

{sunny,mild,high}, {sunny,high,true} with support 60%,20%,20% respectively in N. Those that occure only in class P but not in 

class N: {sunny,mild,true} with support 11%. Those that occur in both classes: {mild}, {sunny}, {high}, {true}, {sunny,mild}, 

{mild,high}, {sunny,true}, {high,true}, {mild,true}, {mild,high,true} except {mild} all subsets larger support in class N than in 

class P. DeEP steps are: (i) Reduce the dataset, (ii) Use border <L,R>, (iii) Select boundary EP’s those in L. 
Table – 5 

Reduced datasets[5] 

 
Border representation of the EPs as follow. EPs in DN: border={{sunny,high}, {sunny,mild,high}, {sunny,high,true}}. EPs in 

DP: border={{sunny,mild,true},{sunny,mild,true}}. Next is selection of boundary EPs. DeEP selects the left bound of border, 

i.e. {{sunny,high}}, and the left bound of borderp, i.e. {{sunny,mild,true}} for class N and class P respectively in classification. 

Calculation of scores by compaction  summation and classification. compactscore(ClassN)=0.6 and 

compactscore(ClassP)=0.11.[5] 

 Bayesian Classification Emerging Pattern D.

Pattern which is present in one data set and not present at another data set, it is known as jumping emerging pattern. Hence 

growth-rate of jumping emerging pattern becomes infinite. So it can represent strong contrast. Detecting EPs from one data set A 

with respect to B is, detecting minimal item sets which occure at least in one transaction of A and not in any transaction of B. 
Table – 6 

Sample Datsets[19] 

Trans_id_A Class A Trans_id_B Class B 

1 b,d,g,j 1 a,d,g,j 

2 c,e,g,j 2 a,d,g,i 

3 c,f,h,j 3 c,f,h,i 

4 a,f,h,j 4 a,e,g,j 

Class A contains following JEPs: 

Transaction 1: {b} 

Transaction 2: {ce,cg,cj} 

Transaction 3: {cj,fj,hj} 

Transaction 4: {af,ah,fj,hj} 

For jumping emerging pattern classification, Bayesian scoring function is used. In this BCEP use scoring function based on 

Bayes theorem, which says that chosen class will be one which maximises 

P(Ci|T)=P(T,Ci)/P(T)=P(Ci)P(T|Ci)/P(T) 

Where Ci is class label, T={a1a2…an} is test case, P(Y|X) denotes conditional probability of Y given X. Probabilities are 

calculated from the training sample. Classification work on single class prediction,  denominator P(T) ignored. It will not affect 

relative ordering of classes. In practice it is difficult to calculate probability P(T,Ci). For calculating P(T,Ci) chain rule of 

probability P(X1,X2,…,Xn)=P(X1)P(X2|X1)…P(Xn|X1,…,Xn-1). The product approximation of probability of an n-item 

itemset t for class Ci, contains a sequence of at most n subsets of T, such that each itemset contains at least one item not  covered 
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in previous itemsets. Take test instance T={a1a2a3a4a5} and set of emerging patterns contained in test instance 

B={{a1,a2,a},{a2,a5},{a3,a4},{a1,a4,a5}}. Approximation using this set B of EPs is P(Ci) P(a1a2a3|Ci) P(a5|a2Ci) P(a4|a3Ci). 

The product approximation is created by adding one EP at a time until no more EPs can be added. The probabilities 

P(a1a2a3|Ci), P(a5|a5Ci) and P(a4|a3Ci) are then computed from dataset. An order of added EP will affect the resulting 

approximation. EPs adding in order of support is one advantage. Greater support is likely to mean greater reliability of the 

resulting factor in approximation.
[19]

 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper Emerging  Pattern Classification goal is to apply classifier when two or more data sets are given. Mainly it is used 

for detecting disease in human. Based on various parameters different classifiers are used. Classifier can predict the class of item 

sets. Emerging Pattern is obtained by significant change in support so it is very helpful any easy. In this paper tree based EP, 

CAEP, Bayesian Classification EP, and generalized EPs are described. There are better classifiers for applications. Here, in this 

paper their survey details are presented. Generalised EP is for dat sets whose attributes are associated with membership 

hierarchies. Based on experimental results, CAEP performance is  much better than C4.5, CBA, LB, NB. It is more accurate than 

c4.5 and CBA. CART-based method is better than SVM, 3-NN and LDA. Bayesian Classification Emerging Pattern is supierior 

than other classification methods like C5.0, NB, CAEP. Also In this paper different algorithms and classifiers are listed. Survey 

on emerging paper conclude that BCEP is much accure and better. This paper can give overview on different classifiers. 
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